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principal component analysis (PCA)
vanilla PCA
o basic data analysis technique

o given noisy pairwise correlation data 𝐴𝐴 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑛×𝑛𝑛 , find
direction of maximum empirical variance
maximize 𝑥𝑥, 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 over all unit vectors 𝑥𝑥 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑛

2-wise correlation data
= matrix

o computationally efficient (take 𝑥𝑥 to be top eigenvector of 𝐴𝐴)
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= matrix

o computationally efficient (take 𝑥𝑥 to be top eigenvector of 𝐴𝐴)

variants of PCA

3-wise correlation data
= 3-tensor

o restrict to sparse directions (SPARSE PCA) or exploit higherorder correlation data 𝐴𝐴 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑛×𝑛𝑛×⋯×𝑛𝑛 (TENSOR PCA)

o better statistical properties in important applications; huge body of works
o but: computationally challenging (NP-hard in worse case; unclear
complexity in stochastic setting)
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� 𝑛𝑛
theoretical guarantee: algorithm works as long as 𝜏𝜏 ≥ O

� 𝑛𝑛3/4
empirical performance: algorithm works as long as 𝜏𝜏 ≥ O

tension: theoretical analysis of MR tight in many ways but empirical
performance should be predictive for mathematical truth (average-case
problem & large input sizes)
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𝜏𝜏 ≫ 𝑛𝑛3/4 — one algorithm very similar to MR

nearly-linear time: informed by theoretical analysis; exploit knowledge about
eigenvalues to speed up eigenvector computation
lower bounds: rule out better recovery guarantees by algorithms based on
broad set of techniques (deg-4 sum-of-squares proof system)
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